GLBRC Scale-up Fields

Legend:
- Station flag
- Flux tower
- Flux tower buffer - 200m diameter
- Marshall tilled microplot, est. 2010
- Marshall tilled microplot, est. 2009

Land Use History:
Marshall Farms = USDA Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
Lux Arbor Reserve = Row crop agriculture (AGR)

Treatment Abbreviations:
- CRP-Corn = CRP-C
- CRP-Prairie = CRP-Pr
- CRP-Switchgrass = CRP-Sw
- CRP-Reference = CRP-Ref
- AGR-Corn = AGR-C
- AGR-Prairie = AGR-Pr
- AGR-Switchgrass = AGR-Sw
- AGR-Reference = AGR-Ref
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